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Abstract 
In the declarative/procedural model of language, it assumes the semantic words as declarative 
memories while the grammatical syntax as procedural rules, whereas it is herein suggested that 
different words associate with different cortical modalities, so that it is necessary to consider the 
modality coordination of words episodic in meanings in sentences. In evidence, stuttering is intact 
on grammar but impaired on fluency, so that the dopaminergic system, with antagonists alleviat-
ing and genes phenotyping stuttering, may involve linguistic modality disorganization. Reversely, 
the gamma band correlates with word congruency, so that the cholinergic projections may help 
cortical modality coordination. There are present discourse deficits, so that story narration also 
requires cortical modality coordination. In these respects, semantic memory association, proce-
dural grammar syntax and episodic modality coordination interact to organize language from 
word to sentence to story, so that it herein extends the present declarative/procedural model un-
derlying two kinds of neural processes to semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three kinds of 
neural processes for depiction and simulation of language. 
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1. Introduction 
Language is the high and complex mental activity of humans for communication and meditation. The native 
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language in adults is organized from word to sentence to story, with linguistic components manifesting variation 
in meanings and diversity in combinations, making the language able to contain and deliver almost all kinds of 
information and intention at ease. 

Corresponding to the variations and complexities of language components, the symptoms of language disord-
ers, such as aphasia, stutter and discourse disorders, are also diverse and various. There are many kinds of apha-
sias, such as anomic aphasia, conduction aphasia, expressive aphasia, and their subtypes. Stutter is different 
from aphasia in that it is intact on words and grammar but impaired on fluency. At higher level, narrative dis-
course disorders affect story narration rather than individual sentences. Although the linguistic impairments are 
important in conveying the information about the underlying neural processes of language, the diversities and 
complexities of the disorders make it difficult to formulate a general neural model to depict and simulate lan-
guage. 

In this article, through insightful reviewing the comprehensive processes of language from word to sentence 
to story, it attempts to propose a new neural model for the convenience to depict and simulate the linguistic 
processes. 

2. The Declarative/Procedural Model of Language 
2.1. Word Comprehension as Memory Associations 
Language is acquired by postnatal learning and memory. Memory can be divided into declarative memory for 
facts or episodes, and procedural memory for skills or habits. Declarative memory and procedural memory ma-
nifest as two kinds of memories different in underlying neural processes. Declarative memory can be divided 
into short-term memory and long-term memory. Short-term memory is the memory of precedent episodes or 
facts within minutes or seconds, while long-term memory is the memory of them more than hours or days ago. 
Besides, remote (retrograde) memory is the long term memory lasting for decades of years. This classification of 
memories has been illustrated early in numerous reviews [1] and books [2] for many years. 

There have been many theories trying to account for the consolidation and retrieval of declarative memory. 
Notably, one category of theories [2] [3] suggested that the hippocampus and amygdala mediate memory con-
solidation and retrieval via their direct efferents sent back to the cortex [4]. Another theory, derived from the 
disconnection theory of amnesia [5] [6], suggested the memory storage site in temporal lobe be connected to the 
complex cognition site in prefrontal cortex through the thalamus with lesions to which there caused diencephalic 
amnesia. As the third category, Mishkin and Appenzeller [7] added the cholinergic (ACh) system in basal fore-
brain to these forebrain memory sites, partly accomplishing the memory functions of them via biochemical con-
solidation of memory traces in cortex with ACh. In parallel, in 1990 I published the limbic-reticular coupling 
theory [1], suggesting that the hippocampus and amygdala control and regulate such descending limbic struc-
tures as the mammillary bodies, septum, hypothalamus and epithalamus, and in turn regulate the four reticular 
neuromodulatory systems of noradrenaline (NA), serotonin (5-HT), dopamine (DA) and acetylcholine (ACh), 
and therefore accomplish declarative memory consolidation and retrieval. 

Words in native language are acquired as declarative memories during childhood, so that they are utilized as 
stable remote (retrograde) memory in adults. Regardless how to transform the new words acquired in childhood 
into the remote memory of words utilized in adults, the words in native language are the outcomes of the lengthy 
consolidation processes of declarative memories, as proposed by Pinker, Ullman and so on in their declarative/ 
procedural model for linguistic processing [8]-[11]. There might be present several mechanisms for the lengthy 
processes of linguistic consolidation and modification, such as derivation, analogy, categorization and so on [12] 
[13]. 

All words have one or several defined specific meanings, so that the words in native language are actually the 
remote memories in association with one or several specific meanings [8]-[11], which indicates that the words 
are actually the associative memories as one sort of remote declarative memories. 

Evidence in support of this assertion is rich in many reviews [8]-[11]. More typical in consistency in addition, 
with aphasia as a common sign in many stroke, it was reported in patients with variations in locations of stroke 
to produce many specific subtypes of aphasias, including anomic aphasia and transcortical sensory aphasia [14]. 
Further, alexia is characterized as dysfunction in word comprehension during reading and lesion in fusiform gy-
rus or nearby cortical regions [15]-[17], whereas anomic aphasia is characterized as dysfunction in appropriate 
naming and lesion in anterior temporal lobe [18]-[20]. Obviously, word comprehension is stored as remote 
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memory associations specific in cortical modality. 
It is noticed that some derivatives of words are formed from linguistic rules instead of learned from teaching 

[8] [9]. Nonetheless, word derivatives are also associated with original words or specific meanings, so that they 
are also present as memory associations in cortices. In this regard, the linguistic rules for forming word deriva-
tives do not affect the conclusion that word comprehension is stored as remote memory associations. 

2.2. Grammar Syntax as Procedural Memory to Associate Words into Sentence 
Pinker, Ullman and so on integrated a declarative/procedural model from two kinds of corresponding neural 
processes for language. They suggested that, while the mental lexicon of word-specific knowledge depended on 
remote declarative memory as has just been demonstrated above, the mental grammar of syntactic knowledge 
would depend on procedural memory subserving the sequential combination of lexical items by procedural rules 
into sentences [8]-[11]. This is an important advance in understanding the differential neural substrates of lex-
icon and grammar. 

Evidence in support of grammar as procedural memory is also rich in the relevant reviews [8]-[11]. More 
typical in consistency in addition, there are present a subtype of patients called as non-fluent/agrammatic apha-
sia who are specially poor in grammatical comprehension and expression [21]. In pathology, the non-fluent/ 
agrammatic aphasia is associated with frontotemporal degeneration from tauopathy [21], different from the se-
mantic aphasia with frontotemporal degeneration from TDP-43 proteinopathy, and the logopenic aphasia with 
Alzheimer pathology [21] [22]. Besides, it was also demonstrated that the agrammatic aphasia could be distin-
guished from the logopenic aphasia with detailed diagnosis [23] [24], such as the Parkinsonian motor features 
[23]. Further, it was more importantly reported that some agrammatic aphasic patients were simultaneously im-
paired on artificial grammar learning as compared to controls [25], indicating the breakdown of language in 
agrammatic aphasia to be associated with damage to those neural structures concurrently subserving both native 
language and artificial procedural learning of sequence. 

It is interesting to note that animals are also able to use finite-state grammars in vocal communications [26]. It 
is plausible that the grammar and words shared the similar mechanisms in their evolutionary origins during com- 
munication. 

3. A New Semantic/Syntactic/Episodic Model of Language to Extend the  
Declarative/Procedural Model 

The declarative/procedural neural model of language only concerns how the words as associative memories are 
sequentially associated to form the sentence according to the grammatical syntax as procedural memories. 
However, herein in this article, it is differently concerned the varieties in meanings of sentences generated from 
the various words. 

If the words of a sentence belong to the same category in semantic classification, the sentence would also fall 
into the same category in cortical modality. Short term recall of digits recollects all digital words in the same 
numerical modality of cortex. It was demonstrated that short-term recall of visually presented additive and non-
additive digital materials were performed similarly in deaf and normal subjects [27], indicating modality speci-
ficity in cortical processing. In this situation, the digital sentence manifested the same in visual cortical modality 
as individual digits without affected by the auditory cortex. 

If the words of a sentence belong to different categories in semantic classification, especially in sentence with 
many adjectives and adverbs, the words would represent the specific or episodic association of their meanings in 
the sentence, even though they follow the procedural rules of grammar syntax to form sentence. Specific or epi-
sodic coordination among these different cortical modalities world be necessary for completing the sentence. It 
was reported that short-term memory treatment improved the ability of aphasia in sentence comprehension as 
well as in forward digit span, the latter presumably from frontal inhibition of proactive interference, but not in 
backward digit span, phonological processing and single word comprehension [28], implicating short-term 
memory treatment improved the patients more on episodic modality coordination than on remote semantic 
memories, dissociating the two processes in sentence. As another example, older participants were reported su-
perior in memory performance in sentence than younger although both showed similar performance in list [29], 
demonstrating that the sentence differed from words due to episodic word association in meanings. 

Now that the episodic modality coordination of cortices participates in organizing the language in addition to 
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the declarative/procedural neural model, then the semantic memory association, procedural grammar syntax and 
episodic modality coordination interact to organize the neural processes of native language. This new seman-
tic/syntactic/episodic model extends the present declarative/procedural model of language. 

4. Supporting Evidence 
As the declarative/procedural neural model has been extensively reviewed and supported [8]-[11], to prove the 
new semantic/syntactic/episodic model, it is the key to support the episodic coordination of cortical modalities 
for language. Evidence in support of episodic coordination of cortical modalities for language is rich in various 
aspects, such as pharmacological treatment of stuttering, assistant therapy of aphasia, linguistic gamma bands, 
linguistic acquisition in bilinguals, and so on. In the following discussions, it is inspected on these collections of 
evidence. 

Stuttering is characterized as intact on grammar but impaired on fluency of speaking. Brain imaging studies 
suggested that stutters manifest alteration in linguistic information processing in various brain regions [30] [31]. 
More interestingly, the inferior frontal gyrus in the counterpart right hemisphere has been reported as putative 
compensatory locus unique in stuttering [32] [33], demonstrating change in hemispheric laterality. On the other 
hand, some therapeutic procedures for treatment of stuttering adopt manipulations across cortical modalities, 
such as novel speech patterns [34] and altered auditory feedback [35]. Obviously, stuttering patients represent 
malfunction in episodic coordination of cortical linguistic modalities. 

Some stutters can be alleviated with pharmacological interventions. Especially, dopamine antagonists have 
been shown sometimes to improve the symptoms of stuttering [36] [37], while dopamine agonists to induce 
stuttering [38]. In further, it was even reported that the dopaminergic genes were associated with stuttering [39]. 
In this regard, it is obvious that the dopaminergic system is involved in episodic disorganization of cortical lin-
guistic modalities in stutters. 

In parallel, aphasic patients receive extensive treatments recently. With concurrent drug therapy in assistance 
to language therapy, it has been shown that drugs in many therapies act on cholinergic, noradrenergic and glu-
tamatergic neurotransmitters [40] [41], presumably involving the ascending cholinergic system in basal fore-
brain, ascending noradrenergic projections from Locus Coeruleus and nonspecific activating projections from 
intralaminar thalamic nuclei. Since the ascending dopaminergic, cholinergic and noradrenergic systems have 
been demonstrated to be involved in declarative memory consolidation and episodic memory retrieval [1], it 
would be rational for these systems to participate in episodic coordination of cortical modalities in linguistic 
processing. 

Recently, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that the gamma bands of high frequency associate with the 
word congruency at sentential level [42]-[44]. As gamma bands are subject to modulation by the ascending cho-
linergic systems [45] [46], it is obvious that the cholinergic systems are related to the episodic coordination of 
cortical modalities in sentence processing. Interestingly, compared to the dopaminergic agonists in induction of 
stuttering [38], the cholinergic systems nonetheless play the opposite roles as manifesting word congruency in 
sentence. 

It is necessary to mention that bilinguals who acquired both languages before 6 years old at age manifest bila-
teral hemispheric involvement for both languages, whereas those who acquired their second language after 6 
years old manifest left hemisphere dominance for both languages [47]. These characteristics of bilinguals indi-
cate that there must have been difference in episodic coordination of cortical modalities for these two types of 
bilinguals during their ontogenetic development. 

Now that it is well evidenced for episodic coordination of cortical modalities at sentential level, it is plausible 
to in further consider it for story narration. Complex stories certainly require more episodic coordination of cor-
tical modalities. Language disorders occur in narrative discourse skills in patients with various pathologies 
[48]-[50], demonstrating diversity in cortical modalities. Besides, stuttering is also a disorder of discourse some-
times, as narrative therapy is auxiliary to treatment of stuttering [51] [52]. These facts implicate that episodic 
modality coordination of cortices is also required at high level during story narration. 

It has been suggested that the impairment in completing complex language result from disruption of frontal 
attention processes [53]. Many authors suggest a rostro-caudal gradient for abstract processing of complex se-
quence in the frontal cortex [54] [55]. Herein, it is necessary to point out that the frontal function of attention is 
also exactly one kind of sustained coordination of various cortical modalities, including the rostro-caudal gra-
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dient of frontal cortex [54] [55], which is in further modulated with the ascending cholinergic [56] and dopami-
nergic systems [57], as well as projections from intralaminar thalamic nuclei [58]. 

In all, it is herein demonstrated that, in addition to the declarative/procedural model underlying two kinds of 
neural processes, the episodic modality coordination of cortices is also well evidenced as the third kind of neural 
processes to organize language, as followings: 1) The dopaminergic system may be involved in the linguistic 
modality disorganization, as the dopaminergic antagonists alleviate and genes phenotype stuttering. 2) From 
drugs in many assisting therapies of aphasia, it is implicated that the ascending cholinergic system, noradrener-
gic projections and nonspecific activating projections from intralaminar thalamic nuclei may participate in epi-
sodic coordination of cortical modalities in linguistic processing. 3) It is evidenced that the gamma bands of 
high frequency, subject to modulation by the ascending cholinergic systems, associate with the word congruency 
at sentential level and the episodic coordination of cortical modalities. 4) The characteristics in ontogenetic de-
velopment of bilinguals indicate that there must have been difference in episodic coordination of cortical modal-
ities for the two types of bilinguals acquiring before and after 6 years old at age. 5) Complex stories would re-
quire more for episodic cortical modality coordination than individual sentences. 

In summary, semantic memory association, procedural grammar syntax and episodic modality coordination 
interact to organize the native language from word to sentence to story, which is exactly the semantic/syntactic/ 
episodic model of three kinds of neural processes extending the present declarative/procedural model of two 
kinds of neural processes for language. 

5. Discussions 
The semantic/syntactic/episodic model of language takes over the advantage of the present declarative/proce- 
dural model as intuitive relating to the underlying neural processes. One the one hand, the working memory has 
been addressed by some authors in consideration of memory and language [59]. In neurobiology, working 
memory is performed with the complicated processes of frontal rostro-caudal gradient of sequence in combina-
tion with coordination of various posterior cortical modalities. It could be helpful to supplement some additional 
memory processes to the declarative/procedural model from working memory, but would be difficult to derive 
out a new neural model as well organized as the declarative/procedural model. On the other hand, in this article, 
the adopted episodic coordination of cortical modalities is intuitively revealed as modulation with the ascending 
dopaminergic, cholinergic and noradrenergic systems which are deficient in the present declarative/procedural 
model. Semantic memory association, procedural grammar syntax and episodic modality coordination manifest 
as three interactive neural processes to depict the native language from word to sentence to story. It is the adop-
tion of episodic coordination of cortical modalities that extends the present declarative/procedural model of two 
kinds of neural processes to a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three kinds of neural processes. 

There are still some other phenomena likely favorable to the semantic/syntactic/episodic model of language 
instead of the present declarative/procedural model, which deserves to mention for future direction of research. 
It is interesting to note that the rapid eye movement (REM) dream sleep is responsible for retention of emotional 
memories acquired during waking [60]-[62], with cease in firing of noradrenergic and serotonergic systems, but 
maintenance in activity of cholinergic and dopaminergic systems [60]-[62]. Delusional contents in dreams, such 
as flying lions and golden houses, are within the scientific scope of investigation in modern psychoanalysis [63] 
[64]. The dream delusions indicate that the coordination of cortical modalities is disorganized during dream. In 
this regard, the episodic linguistic processes may also be disturbed during REM sleep, especially the lengthy and 
complex planning or procedural narrations. Besides, it is still short of results on the linguistic performance of 
stutters and narrative disorders during dream. All these issues deserve further investigations. 

6. Brief Perspectives 
The present declarative/procedural linguistic model of two kinds of neural processes is famous and influential 
due to two advantages as followings: 1) It provides an intuitive and simple neural model for the convenience to 
depict the complex linguistic neural processes. 2) It provides an intuitive and simple neural model for the con-
venience to simulate the complex linguistic neural processes in computers and robots. 

Since the new semantic/syntactic/episodic linguistic model of three kinds of neural processes proposed herein 
extends and improves the present declarative/procedural model of two kinds of neural processes, it also extends 
and improves the two advantages of the present declarative/procedural model prospectively, as followings: 1) It 
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provides an intuitive but improved neural model for the depiction of the complex linguistic neural processes. 2) 
It provides an intuitive but improved neural model for simulation of the complex linguistic neural processes for 
computers and robots. In simulation, it is easy and simple to substitute the two constituents in declarative/pro- 
cedural model with the three constituents in semantic/syntactic/episodic model. 

7. Conclusion 
In this article, following the recent declarative/procedural neural model of Pinker, Ullman and so on, it is con-
cisely reviewed that word comprehension is stored as remote memory associations in native language, while 
grammar is actually the procedural memory of linguistic syntax to associate words sequentially to form sentence 
in accordance. Nonetheless, it is newly suggested in this article that different words in sentence associate with 
different cortical modalities, so that it is necessary to consider the episodic modality coordination for different 
outcomes in meanings of sentences. It is pointed out that, as the dopaminergic antagonists alleviate and genes 
phenotype stuttering, the dopaminergic system may be involved in the linguistic modality disorganization. Be-
sides, since concurrent drug therapy as assistance to language therapy helps to improve the treatments for 
aphasic patients, other ascending projections such as the cholinergic, noradrenergic and glutamatergic systems 
may also be involved in the episodic cortical modality coordination. Again, the cholinergic gamma bands have 
been repeatedly reported to associate with the word congruency at sentential level, related to episodic cortical 
modality coordination. Further, complex stories certainly require more for episodic cortical modality coordina-
tion. Whilst, episodic coordination of cortical modalities is more advantageous than working memory in homo-
geneity of underlying neural processes, simply as cortical modulation from the ascending nonspecific projec-
tions which are deficient in the present declarative/procedural neural model. In these respects, semantic memory 
association, procedural grammar syntax and episodic modality coordination interact to organize the native lan-
guage from word to sentence to story. This is a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three kinds of neural 
processes extending the present declarative/procedural model of two kinds of neural processes to depict and si-
mulate the complex processes of language. 
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